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Introduction: Best of Both Worlds
Advertising Technology has emerged as one of the most exciting beneficiaries
of recent advances in bandwidth, mobile computing, networking and cloud
delivery technologies. Ad Tech is rapidly disrupting the existing advertising
industry as brand marketers are now able to plan and manage campaigns on
their own, thereby disintermediating the role of the agency that has
traditionally been paid via commission on media buying. The resulting
ecosystem adds tremendous value between advertisers and digital
consumers. From content creation to the actual ad impression, the Ad Tech
ecosystem is teeming with a vibrant community of participants, all involved in
a rush to market ahead of their competitors and the larger established
players. The acceleration in the growth of spending on digital media-based
advertising has created attractive investment opportunities from startups
through IPOs with significant M&A opportunities along the way.
The market for digital advertising remains one of the highest growth
opportunities with spending forecast to almost double to nearly $80 billion
from 2013 to 2017. By 2017, online spend is forecast to be 40% of total
media spend and nearly a third of total ad spend, up from just 17% in 2013.
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Advertising online delivers many of the direct targeting benefits of old school direct mail/response
combined with the broad reach of television and radio – the best of both worlds. Only digital advertising
offers the marketer the opportunity to identify a qualified prospect in real time, serve a personalized ad,
and then close the loop to measure success and ROI. The technology infrastructure required to deliver
this solution is both significant in capability and sprawling in scope.
As Digital advertising evolves, it is expanding rapidly from the traditional desktop search and display
markets, to new content delivery platforms such as social, mobile and video. Each of these platforms
may yield significant data about the individual such as location, likes and dislikes, key influencers and
household tie-in, which is all invaluable information to advertisers. We believe the power of these new
platforms will be the primary driver of growth in the market. As advertisers begin to link an individual
across more of these platforms, the ability to execute campaigns across all delivery mechanisms should
drive growth even faster.

Digital Advertising Spend
Agencies and corporate marketing staff we have met with partition their digital ad spend into three
primary buckets – search, social and display:

Digital Advertising Spend
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Search gives the advertiser the opportunity to purchase keywords and deliver the advertiser’s ad content
whenever the term is searched for and across any platform. This was the earliest market to develop and
is dominated by Google, which we estimate has nearly 90% share.
Social advertising emerged next and is directed to users on social networks, such as Facebook and
Twitter. Here the advertiser has some knowledge about the viewer – likes, friends, interests, time, and
location – and attempts to target accordingly. Similar to the search market, this market is dominated
today by a single vendor, Facebook, with estimated share exceeding 80%.
We view the search and social markets as “walled gardens” with the Ad Tech vendor providing all of the
required infrastructure to purchase, insert, and analyze campaign performance across both desktop and
mobile. This limits the opportunity for new, innovative companies to flourish independently as the most
likely endgame is an acquisition by one of the dominant vendors. Google, Facebook, Microsoft, and
Yahoo have all completed several acquisitions in their core businesses to improve their ability to serve
and retain customers.
Display is the broadest segment category and covers advertising that appears on consumer screens
from desktop to mobile to tablets. As such, the display market is not dominated by one or two large
vendors, but consists of many smaller players such as Acxiom, Adobe, Criteo, Millennial Media, Rocket
Fuel, and Rubicon Project.
We believe that the display market, due to its fragmented nature, offers significant opportunities for both
investment and consolidation over the next few years, as critical point technologies get absorbed into
larger platforms, simplifying the entire process from campaign planning to execution and performance
tracking. Ultimately, we believe that this highly fragmented ecosystem will consolidate, leading to a true
closed-loop solution from media plan to ad impression delivery through conversion across both desktop
and mobile platforms.

Characteristics of Display Advertising







A real-time marketplace that minimizes insertion cost and maximizes placement value
Location awareness
Rich media support
In-application placement
Potential closed-loop analysis via big data
Cross-screen delivery – from desktop to tablet to phone and OTT video

The greatest challenge in display advertising today is meeting all the requirements of cross-screen, realtime, closed-loop campaign management and assessment. Unlike the social and search worlds, where a
single vendor can deliver an end-to-end solution, the heterogeneous nature of display advertising has led
to an overly complicated mix of vendors, with each delivering part of the solution, often requiring the
customer to put the various parts together into an integrated solution.
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Display Advertising Execution Today
The ad placement universe has produced a series of interconnected “trading desks” much like Wall
Street. Media inventory is posted in real time with a progression of interested parties able to bid. Just as
on the Street, programmatic trading has emerged as a key placement mechanism due to the real-time
nature of ad insertion decisions. There are so many variables that need to be analyzed to determine
value that it is no longer possible for an individual to make the pricing decision, especially in real-time.
The real-time bidding marketplace, driven by programmatic trading on top of all the various ad
exchanges, is the only viable solution for timely delivery of ad insertions.
With the exponential growth of smartphones, mobile advertising has emerged as the highest growth
platform for display advertising. Mobile brings the benefits of personal identification (within certain
privacy constraints), geo-location awareness, enhanced targeting based on demographics and other
behavioral information, and the ability to push ads within apps as they run, making the likelihood of a
successful conversion higher and driving up the CPM paid to the publisher.

The Holy Grail
The ultimate game-changing breakthrough capability for digital display advertising will be the ability to
provide complete closed loop attribution from impression to purchase. Modern cloud and mobile
technologies are enabling the ability to tie households to specific devices, track offers and
acknowledgements, and finally, via integration with POS systems and data from firms such as Nielsen
Catalina, to tie directly back to household purchases. While today there are services that can offer this
closed loop for online purchasing (representing less than 6% of consumer commerce), we are in the
early innings of tying together all of the required disparate databases necessary to close the loop from a
mobile ad impression to a brick and mortar purchase. We see this opportunity as the Holy Grail, perhaps
the greatest revenue and growth opportunity offered by the entire Ad Tech stack.

Key Themes
The advertising industry is at a critical juncture in the development of digital advertising technologies
driven by the emergence of key technology platforms, including mobile, video and social. We focus on
the following key themes, which will broadly impact most Ad Tech participants:






Programmatic and Real-Time Bidding
Cross-Screen Advertising
Growth in Mobile Advertising
Emergence of Video Advertising
Industry Consolidation
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Programmatic and RTB
The advent of Real-Time Bidding (RTB) was a key development in the evolution of the Ad Tech
marketplace. RTB simply refers to the buying and selling of advertising in real time, typically taking place
through an ad exchange (see Life of a Programmatic RTB on pg. 6). Programmatic buying typically
occurs in real time, and thus the term is often used interchangeably with RTB, although programmatic
buying does not have to occur in real time. We believe the automation of online ad buying experienced
accelerating growth in 2013, and we expect continued momentum in 2014 and beyond, given the
benefits that RTB and programmatic buying bring to both advertisers and publishers. With RTB and
programmatic buying, advertisers can now deliver the right advertisement, at the right place, at the right
time, to the right person, for the right price. Given the clear advantages of RTB and programmatic
buying and selling, a new Ad Tech ecosystem has emerged, including ad exchanges, demand side
platforms (DSPs), supply side platforms (SSPs), data management platforms (DMPs), and audience
management and retargeting platforms.
The key advantages of real-time and programmatic buying include: (i) Liquidity, which optimizes pricing,
benefiting both publishers and advertisers, (ii) Automation, which allows marketers to streamline the
process by using a technology platform to purchase impressions in an automated way, typically on an
exchange, and (iii) Impression-by-impression targeting, which enables buyers to bid on specific
impressions and target users believed to be most receptive to the advertising. While RTB and
programmatic buying were initially focused on display advertising, they have since expanded to mobile,
video and social. Additionally, RTB and programmatic are beginning to extend beyond remnant (indirect)
to premium (direct) publisher inventory.
According to IDC, global RTB-based display ad spending will grow from $4.5 billion in 2013 to $20.8
billion in 2017, a 36% CAGR. According to eMarketer, only 17% of display based online advertising will
be non-programmatic by 2017 vs. 47% in 2013. Additionally, MAGNA GLOBAL estimates that U.S.
programmatic ad spending will increase from $3.3 billion in 2013 (25% of total U.S. display ad spend) to
more than $7 billion by 2017 (51% of total display).
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Source: Media Crossing

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rTg9l4d8MU4#t=67

Cross-Screen Advertising
Video screen-based advertising today represents ~90% of all digital media interactions, with consumers
spending ~4.4 hours of leisure time each day in front of screens (Google). While advertising across
multiple screens of channels is not a new concept, until recently it was difficult to execute given the lack
of shared data. Historically, user data was isolated to a specific channel (i.e., PC, TV, smartphone or
tablet). More recently, however, new technologies have begun to enable shared data among channels.
By leveraging consumer-specific data across channels, advertisers can now optimize spend across
channels. Key advantages of cross-screen advertising include:
1)
Improve ROI. By advertising across screens, advertisers can optimize their media spend. For
instance, if a consumer sees a travel ad on the TV, the advertiser could then retarget the consumer with
a travel ad on his PC or smartphone, increasing the chance of a conversion.
2)
Improve Reach and Brand Lift. By focusing online advertising spend on those customers not
reached by a given channel (e.g., TV ad), advertisers can increase their reach and achieve higher brand
lift. Increasingly, we believe advertisers will take a device-agnostic approach to advertising, with ad
dollars following consumer impressions and engagement.
6

3)
Retargeting. A primary benefit of cross-screen campaigns is the ability to follow the consumer
throughout the conversion period across multiple devices. For example, a consumer could click through
on a display ad indicating interest in a product and the campaign could push an offer to the user’s mobile
phone when he is closer to the store.

Mobile Advertising Growth
The growth in mobile advertising solutions is being driven by the strong uptake in mobile devices,
specifically smartphones and tablets. According to eMarketer, the average time U.S. adults spend on
their mobile device has grown by a CAGR of 80% from 2010 to 2013, rising from 24 minutes in 2010 to 2
hours and 21 minutes in 2013. Additionally, mobile now accounts for 19% of average daily media
exposure for U.S. adults, up from 4% in 2010.
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U.S. Mobile Display Advertising
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We estimate U.S. mobile ad revenues of $7.2 billion in 2013 increasing to approximately $30 billion by
2017, a CAGR of 42%. We believe online advertising growth excluding mobile in the U.S. was
approximately 8% vs. 18% including mobile, suggesting that mobile is driving most of the growth for
online advertising at this point.
MAGNA GLOBAL estimates global mobile ad spend will increase from $16 billion in 2013 to $73 billion
by 2018, a CAGR of 35%. Mobile Advertising revenue is expected to reach $18 billion globally in 2014,
up 37% from 2013. In the U.S., Mobile Search advertising ad spending will rise from $4.3 billion in 2013
to $15.2 billion in 2017, while Mobile Display advertising is forecasted to rise from $3.8 billion in 2013 to
$15.2 billion in 2017.
We expect 2014 to be a watershed year for mobile ad analytics driven by the convergence of big data,
analytics, and mobility which will create new levels of personalized 1:1 marketing.
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We note a massive overspend in print advertising compared to the time spent reading print publications.
We believe mobile advertising represents the most attractive growth opportunity across all advertising
categories. We expect acceleration in the ad spending shift toward mobile from desktop and legacy
media going forward. Within the general category of mobile advertising the following sub-themes
deserve mention:

Mobile User Tracking
We believe mobile user tracking will increase in importance given the increasing consumer usage of
mobile devices and the shift to cross-screen targeting. There has been speculation that Google is
working on an AdID that would effectively replace third-party cookies, and Apple introduced its own
identifiers in 2012. In June 2014, Apple announced that its iOS 8, scheduled for launch in the Fall, will
randomize MAC addresses while scanning for Wi-Fi networks. Accordingly, Ad Tech vendors may need
to rely more on user submitted data, predictive modeling or other device-matching strategies.

Mobile Ad Exchanges
RTB exchanges are rapidly gaining traction in mobile advertising. Given the improvements in mobile
targeting as well as advertisers’ and agencies’ increasing focus on ad buying efficiencies, we have seen
the launch of several mobile ad exchanges, including AppNexus, MoPub (owned by Twitter), OpenX and
Smaato. Smaato’s RTB exchange, for example, helps mobile app developers and publishers optimize
revenue on a global basis through its managed or recently launched self-service platform.
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Offline Measurement / Location Awareness
While still early in its development, with the proliferation of smartphones, we expect to see increasing
focus from advertisers (especially retailers) and Ad Tech companies on location-based advertising
solutions as well as offline measurement. Today, several companies, including Facebook and 4INFO, are
already leveraging offline data to market to customers based on their offline activities. While we expect
this trend to continue, we believe the next wave of innovation will revolve around advertisers targeting
consumers while in the act of shopping.

Location-Based Advertising
We believe search is the most obvious location-based targeting strategy, although we expect additional
technologies, including bar code scanning applications and new “check-in” technologies. For instance,
PayPal recently announced the planned rollout later this year of PayPal Beacon, a Bluetooth device that
connects to a customer’s PayPal app upon entering a store. Using the PayPal app, a consumer can (i)
pay with their phone, and (ii) receive personalized promotional messages and coupons (based on which
product aisle consumer is in). Millennial Media’s Door Open Rate helps measure the impact of foot traffic
on a given physical location and its Register Ring Rate helps advertisers measure the impact on retail
spend. NinthDecimal (formerly JiWire) uses Audience Intelligence and Location Graphs to provide an
understanding of audiences with location as the foundation.

Emergence of Video Advertising
We believe online video advertising is set to continue its strong growth as users, especially younger
users, continue to shift the way they consume video content. The number of screens per user has
increased from 1.97 in 2000 to 3.96 in 2012 (YuMe), as consumers generally have gone from having a
TV and a PC to also having smartphones, tablets and connected TVs. According to eMarketer, 2013 was
expected to be the first year that TV consumption would shrink, decreasing 3% y/y, from 4 hours and 38
minutes (per consumer per day) in 2012 to 4 hours and 31 minutes in 2013. In contrast, U.S. adults
viewed a total of 233 billion online video ads in 2013, up 106% y/y (comScore).
According to eMarketer, spending on U.S. online video advertising will grow at a CAGR of 21.6% from
2013 to 2017, increasing from $4.1 billion to $9.2 billion while TV advertising spend is expected to
increase at a 3% CAGR from 2013 to 2017, increasing from $66 billion to $75 billion. Additionally,
according to MAGNA GLOBAL, global online video ad spending is expected to increase from $8 billion in
2013 to $28 billion by 2018, a CAGR of 27%.
We expect strong growth in online video consumption and believe that spending will be driven by the
continued shift from TV to digital video, increased smartphone and tablet adoption, and further
development of online video.
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U.S. TV Advertising Spend
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In the same manner as other digital media marketers, video advertisers are shifting to programmatic
buying to gain price efficiencies and other benefits of real-time bidding. BrightRoll operates BrightRoll
Exchange, and in 2013, Tremor Video launched VideoHub Connect, a proprietary DSP with videospecific capabilities.
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Cross-Screen Compatibility
The global population today watches online video on multiple devices, including desktops, smartphones,
tablets and connected TVs. Video platforms allow advertisers to create custom interactive videos to
reach audiences at scale across multiple connected devices. Impressions are retargeted across-screens
based upon shared information tracked by retargeting technology providers. For example, AdRoll
provides retargeting by way of its cross-screen technology. YuMe uses multi-screen video advertising
technology to simplify segmentation in TV brand advertising.
\

Industry Trends Driving M&A Activity
The Ad Tech industry has seen a high level of M&A activity during the past several months (see Appendix
C). We see a number of factors and industry trends contributing to the continued consolidation of Ad
Tech companies, particularly in the Display segment, including the following:
• Venture capital firms aggressively funded Ad Tech companies in prior years to capitalize on the
expected growth in digital advertising.
•

A large number of companies opted to focus on the Display market to avoid the dominance of
Google and Facebook in Search and Social, respectively.

•

Ad Tech companies seeking to broaden the value delivered to advertisers by adding related
functionality in order to more effectively execute an advertising campaign (see Appendix B).

•

Advertisers’ growing interest in executing campaigns across multiple devices, such as PCs,
tablets, mobile, and connected TVs.

•

Advertisers increasing desire to manage their advertising budgets across multiple channels,
including Search, Social and Display, leading Ad Tech companies to develop end-to-end digital
advertising solutions serving multiple channels.

•

As Smart (or Connected) TVs further penetrate the market and achieve critical mass, advertisers
will want to target this emerging platform.

•

Advertisers increasingly want to measure the effectiveness of their campaigns, by measuring the
direct ROI of online/mobile purchases, as well as the positive impact on in-store sales.

•

Advertisers increasingly want to market across digital channels and also connect offline data from
consumers’ in-store purchases with their online purchase data in order to provide more relevant
future offers.

•

Continued growth of programmatic advertising campaigns executed on real-time ad exchanges.
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•

The increased availability and use of user location information to more effectively target ad
campaigns and deliver more relevant offers to consumers while in or near stores.

•

The continued growth of online video advertising opportunities as more consumers (especially
younger ones) consume video online and “cut the cord” of traditional cable and satellite video
providers.

Summary
We believe that the Ad Tech universe is at an exciting inflection point driven by key trends such as
mobile, video, social and big data analytics. Over the coming years, we see strong ongoing growth,
selective venture investing, and acquisition activity related to the following trends:
1) Programmatic and Real-Time Bidding: Various market researchers have estimated more than
30% CAGR through 2017. We believe programmatic and RTB will spread into more types of
digital advertising, usurping media fees from ad agencies, and helping create a more orderly
market for digital inventory.
2) Cross-Screen Advertising: New technologies support the sharing of data between channels
(i.e. PC, TV, Smartphone and Tablet). By retargeting the consumer across screens, advertisers
can follow the buyer from desktop to mobile to bricks and mortar.
3) Mobility: The recent successful results of Facebook and Google reflect the exceptional growth of
mobile advertising. Virtually every consumer brand is focused on extending the reach and brand
lift of their mobile advertising campaigns. We expect advertising dollars and investment capital to
continue to pour into this space.
Over the next several years, we also foresee continuing disruption of the traditional media advertising
landscape, with video and mobile Ad Tech driving the change. As advertising continues to transition from
print, radio and TV to digital platforms, we expect the incumbents to seek to add digital technology and
expertise to their stable of offerings. In addition, as large brands continue to turn away from ad agencies
to build their own in house Ad Tech teams and increase programmatic purchases, they will need to
acquire of technology and talent.
We also expect a tidal wave of consolidation activity as the larger platforms combine discrete
components of Ad Tech functionality. The resulting automation of processes traditionally performed by
agency media buyers will force the agencies to change their business model from commissions on ad
placements to more fees for strategic partnership and advice. We expect the smaller “feature”
companies to roll up into platforms and vertically integrated multichannel entities addressing mobile,
social, video and display advertising. We believe brands and agencies will drive disparate ad budgets
toward a larger combined digital “bucket” with a focus on overall ROI.
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Appendix A: Glossary
•

Ad Exchange: Digital marketplace that enables advertisers and publishers to buy and sell
advertising space, often through real-time auctions.

•

Ad Impression: Each instance that a consumer is exposed to an ad.

•

Ad Integration: The technical process of defining and making available ad slots within a
publisher’s site or app.

•

Ad Network: The aggregation of advertising inventories from a large number of publishers’
websites.

•

Ad Optimizer: Helps publishers manage ad networks and optimize the monetization and
effectiveness of their ad spaces.

•

Ad Request: Occurs when a browser or app requests an ad from the ad server.

•

Ad Server: A scalable, high-performance system made up of hardware and software that reliably
delivers ad units across digital channels.

•

Banner Ad: A mobile ad unit that employs simple creative assets and hyperlinks. The two widely
supported banner ad standards are from the iAB and the Mobile Marketing Association (MMA).

•

Campaign: A series of advertising messages that promote a single theme or message. Digital
campaigns can be executed using multiple media (e.g, search, display, social and video) and
across multiple screens (e.g., PC, mobile, tablet and connected TV).

•

Click-Through Rate (CTR): Clicks generated per 100 impressions; a measurement of how many
users clicked on an ad. Used to determine the success of a digital advertising campaign.

•

Commerce Advertising: Advertisement intended to be a catalyst toward a customer purchase.

•

Conversion Rate (CR): The number of those that completed a desired action (e.g. installed a
mobile app) divided by the number of impressions or clicks.

•

Cost per Action (CPA): A pricing model based on a user completing a particular action, e.g.,
watching an entire video clip.

•

Cost per Click (CPC): Cost per click on an ad.

•

Cost per Thousand (CPM): Cost per thousand impressions of an ad.
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•

Cross-Screen: Advertising campaigns that are executed on multiple devices or channels, such
as PCs, mobile phones, tablets and TVs, and can therefore reach the same consumer looking at
different screens.

•

Demand Side Platform (DSP): Automated platform to more cost-effectively purchase digital ads
and execute ad campaigns.

•

Data Management Platforms (DMP): Data management software that sorts and stores
information on consumers that is then used by publishers, marketers and other businesses often
to target specific groups of people.

•

Fill Rate: The percentage of ad requests that are filled with ads (that is, where an ad is displayed
to the end user).

•

First-Click Attribution: Purchase attributed to the first click the consumer makes toward
purchasing an item.

•

Frequency Capping: Limiting the number of times an advertisement is shown to a particular
consumer during a period of time.

•

Geo-targeting: Ads targeting consumers in a specific geographic area.

•

Impression: The number of times an ad is displayed.

•

Insertion Order (IO): A formal, printed order to run an ad campaign that typically includes details,
such as website(s) to receive the order, ad and sizes to be run, campaign beginning and end
dates, the CPM, total cost, reporting requirements and other stipulations.

•

Inventory: The total number of ad views or impressions that a Web site has available to sell over
a given period of time (usually, inventory is figured by the month).

•

Interstitial Ad: A mobile ad unit that appears between two page views within a website or app.

•

Last-Click Attribution: Purchase attributed to the last click the consumer makes toward
purchasing an item.

•

Native Ad: A digital or mobile ad that appears in-line and in context with the surrounding content.

•

Pay per Download (PPD): A user acquisition model whereby an advertiser is charged based on
the number of times a mobile app or other software is downloaded.

•

Point of Interest (POI) Targeting: Mobile targeting based around a particular location.
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•

Programmatic: Online display advertising that is aggregated, analyzed and optimized via
demand side software interfaces and multi-variate algorithms. Programmatic ads are typically
purchased through ad exchanges in real time.

•

Remarketing: A system that allows companies to show ads in the future to people who have
visited their website.

•

Retargeting: An advertising technology that allows ads to previously viewed products to “follow”
people to other websites.

•

Return on Investment (ROI): Ratio of incremental revenue divided by the cost of a specific ad
campaign.

•

Revenue per Visitor (RPV): Revenue made per visitor to a site.

•

Real-Time Bidding (RTB): Buying (and selling) of ad impressions on an online marketplace in
real time.

•

Social Engagement: The volume of comments, likes, shares, and other interactions with a brand
post.

•

Social Sentiment: Ranking social mentions from 1 (negative) to 10 (positive) in order to track a
company’s image online and the effectiveness of social marketing efforts.

•

Supply Side Platform (SSP): Software platform used to sell digital advertising in an automated
fashion.

•

Targeting: The ability of advertisers to reach specific groups of prospective customers based on
demographic, contextual and behavioral traits.

•

Trading Desk: Centralized management platforms used by ad agencies to purchase
programmatic media and buy targeted audiences. They are typically layered on top of a DSP or
other audience buying technologies.
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Appendix B: Display Advertising Technology Market
Agencies/Trading Desks

Demand Side Platform

Ad Exchanges

Ad Networks

Supply Side Platform

Media Planning

Publisher Tools

Data Targeting Networks

Data Mgmt Platforms

Ad Servers

Analytics

Data Suppliers
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Appendix C: Public Company Implications
Acxiom – Acxiom is a data and analytics company that measures trust, experience and scale to fuel
data-driven results. Acxiom has been an innovator in harnessing the most important sources and uses of
data to strengthen connections between people, businesses and their partners. Acxiom could act as a
consolidator, for example, by adding DMP capability to its data offering. It also may make sense to
merge Acxiom’s data service with another consumer data supplier.
Adobe – Led by its acquisitions of Omniture and Neolane, Adobe has brought to market an integrated
digital marketing offering capable of managing omnichannel campaigns. Adobe could easily add an
agency facing capability with additional Ad Tech stack components and more sophisticated analytics to
follow.
AOL – AOL continues to spend its cash on smaller tactical acquisitions designed to build out the
functionality for ad management on its network. We do not foresee AOL taking share in the space as we
view the company’s content properties as lagging.
Criteo – Criteo is a European-based personalized retargeting acquisition candidate for geographic
expansion or an acquirer of mobile and social solutions.
Facebook – Facebook will build upon its strength in mobile display advertising and big data analytics
with tuck-in acquisitions in areas where it needs externally developed technology for time-to-market
advantage.
Google – Google is experiencing significant growth in mobile search, video and display advertising. We
expect the company to continue to acquire companies that can help lock customers in the Google
operating environment for desktop and mobile display. As challengers demonstrate better ROI and lower
cost of acquisition, we would expect Google to acquire additional search technology, as well. We believe
Google is serious about building out video advertising capability to run on desktop, mobile and in the
home. Over time, we believe Google is well positioned to maintain its dominant share in digital
advertising delivery.
Marin Software – Initially focused on the $9 billion global search advertising market, Marin has been
arguably more successful in the Facebook market than Google, Twitter, LinkedIn and Pinterest. We
expect Marin to add more native advertising capability for the secondary social networks beyond
Facebook. Marin itself could merge with another equal size participant in a drive toward omnichannel.
Microsoft – Microsoft has been steadily building a significant Ad Tech business mostly in search (Bing
Ads) and display advertising through acquisition. We expect Microsoft to continue to grow the business
in line with global growth expectations by acquiring and consolidating smaller and emerging industry
participants.
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Millennial Media – Millennial is positioned as a mobile ad network with performance data and analytics.
Unless Millennial can grow quickly through acquisition, we expect the company will be acquired by an
entity wishing to enhance mobile capability.
Nielsen – Nielsen provides media and marketing information, analytics, and industry expertise regarding
what consumers buy, watch and listen. The company’s Buy division provides retail measurement
services that provide market share and competitive sales volumes, as well as insights into distribution,
pricing, merchandising, promotion and consumer panel measurement. We believe Nielsen could be
acquisitive in the media planning and measurement space.
Oracle – Starting from digital marketing built around the acquisition of Eloqua, Oracle subsequently
added Blue Kai for campaign personalization. Similar to Adobe, Oracle will continue to acquire Ad Tech
functionality as necessary to keep customers within the Oracle sphere of influence while interfacing with
the stronger standalone players such as Facebook and Google.
Rocket Fuel – Although Rocket Fuel has built critical mass in datacenters and historical performance
data, it still could improve algorithms, analytics and ROI reporting. On the other hand, Rocket Fuel itself
could be acquired by a large ad agency or brought in house by a very large brand advertiser.
Rubicon Project – Rubicon is an ad exchange and SSP used by 700+ publishers that has recently
expanding into mobile and video. Rubicon powers InMobi, the world’s largest mobile native ad
exchange.
Salesforce.com – SFDC has included Buddy Media as part of its combined ET Marketing Cloud
offering, targeted at social media. Salesforce could elect to move beyond social to mobile and video
advertising by acquiring complementary Ad Tech companies. We suspect mobile could be the next focus
area. Several emerging companies have built product offerings on the Salesforce platform, making
technical integration a much simpler task.
Sizmek – Sizmek is a multichannel full service digital advertising concern that could grow larger by
acquisition or be purchased by an ad agency wishing to expand its digital presence.
Tremor Video – Tremor Video is a digital video technology company which most likely will be acquired
by a larger video advertising provider or merged with a video focused Ad Tech organization.
TubeMogul – TubeMogul offers a cloud-based platform that enables advertisers to plan, buy, measure
and optimize video advertising spend from a single platform. The company provides products that allow
advertisers to run campaigns through a self-serve model and enable advertisers to specify campaign
objectives. We view TubeMogul as a candidate for acquisition by an agency or a large brand, while being
concurrently well positioned to acquire emerging video advertising tech companies.
Twitter – Post the MoPub acquisition, we expect Twitter to add complementary technologies around the
core ad performance competency of MoPub with an eye to mobile display and in-App functionality.
Twitter continues to struggle to demonstrate the value it delivers to advertisers. Accordingly, we believe
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the company needs to make a significant investment in analytics (much like GOOG and FB) in order to
prove the return on investment of advertisers.
Yahoo – Yahoo is in turnaround mode in most of its core businesses, including search, and is thus under
significant pressure to show growth in advertising revenue. We believe Yahoo’s stated thrusts into
mobile apps and video distribution will be accompanied by the acquisition of complementary advertising
technology in mobile, video and search.
YuMe – YuMe provides digital video brand advertising solutions worldwide. It offers software solutions to
monetize professionally-produced content and applications for digital media properties. The company
enables digital video advertising by matching relevant audiences available through its digital media
property partners with appropriate advertising campaigns from its advertising customers. We expect
YuMe could be acquired by a company wishing to expand its video advertising presence.
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Appendix D: Selected M&A Transactions – Transaction Value Disclosed
Transaction TV/Revenue
Value ($M)
Multiple
Target Business Description
$236.0
NA
[x+1], Inc. develops [x+1] Origin platform, a software-as-a-service based integrated and open
software for data-driven digital marketing.

Date Acquiror
08/05/14 Rocket Fuel

Target
[x + 1]

07/31/14 RTL Group

SpotXchange

221.5

NA

SpotXchange, Inc. operates a real-time digital video advertising marketplace in the United
States, the United Kingdom, Australia, and Canada.

07/21/14 Yahoo!

Flurry

250.0

NA

Flurry, Inc. provides a mobile application analytics and data-powered advertising platform that
provides various services to build, measure, advertise, and monetize various applications.

07/22/14 LinkedIn

Bizo

175.0

NA

Bizo, Inc. provides a business audience marketing platform that targets professionals in the
United States and internationally.

06/24/14 Opera Software AdColony

350.3

NA

AdColony Inc., a video advertisement network, develops mobile video platforms. It offers
Instant-Play, a HD mobile video advertisement technology.

06/11/14 Undertone
Networks

Upfront Digital
Media

15.0

NA

Upfront Digital Media provides a cloud-based media buying platform for forecasting and
reserving audiences at scale with direct programmatic publisher integration.

06/10/14 Amobee

Kontera
Technologies

150.0

NA

Kontera Technologies, Inc. provides in-text advertising solutions. It serves users, publishers, and
advertisers.

06/10/14 Amobee

Adconion Media

229.0

NA

Adconion Media Group Limited, an online advertising network, provides advertising solutions
for advertisers, agencies, and publishers.

05/14/14 Acxiom
Corporation

LiveRamp

310.0

NA

LiveRamp, Inc. operates a data onboarding platform that enables customers to upload offline
data for their online marketing campaigns.

05/06/14 AOL

Convertro

101.0

NA

Convertro, Inc. operates as a cross-channel marketing optimization and media attribution
engine. The company offers digital, offline and cross-channel optimization solutions.

04/03/14 Dunnhumby

sociomantic labs

205.7

NA

sociomantic labs GmbH develops real time bidding solutions for advertisers. It offers a platform
that enables users to bid for individual advertisement impressions in real-time.

03/10/14 Priceline.com

Qlika

3.0

NA

Qlika Ltd. develops and operates a micromarketing site. It enables the users to manage and
optimize various micro-campaigns.

03/06/14 Comcast
Corporation

FreeWheel Media

360.0

NA

FreeWheel Media, Inc. provides online video advertising solutions for global media companies.

01/28/14 LIN Media

Federated Media
Publishing

18.8

NA

Federated Media Publishing, Inc., provides online marketing services to creators, audiences, and
marketers. The company connects conversational content with brand marketers.

12/03/13 Blinkx

Rhythm NewMedia

55.1

4.7x

Rhythm NewMedia, Inc. provides mobile video advertising solutions.

11/05/13 Centro

SiteScout

40.0

NA

Centro LLC develops a media management software platform that helps advertisers to
centralize, organize, and automate digital campaigns.

10/30/13 Neustar

Aggregate
Knowledge

119.0

NA

Aggregate Knowledge, Inc. provides campaign and audience analytics for agencies and
advertisers, trading desks, Ad networks, DSPs and SSPs, publishers, and developers.

10/16/13 Brand Networks Optimal

35.0

NA

Optimal, Inc. provides audience-based advertising technologies.

10/10/13 Airpush

Hubbl

15.0

NA

Hubbl, Inc. develops native advertising and personalization technology.

09/18/13 Publicis

Poke London

16.0

NA

Poke London Ltd offers digital advertising services over a wide spectrum of industries. Poke
provides marketing services for companies in need.

09/13/13 Adslot

Facilitate Digital

15.5

3.6

Facilitate Digital Holdings Limited provides digital marketing technology and services to the
digital media sector.

09/09/13 Twitter

MoPub

350.0

3.5

MoPub, Inc. is an ad serving platform for mobile application publishers to manage their ad
inventory on iOS and Android devices.

09/04/13 Amobee

Gradient X

15.0

NA

Gradient X, Inc. develops a technology platform for performance-based advertising in mobile
media space for marketers.

08/13/13 Millennial
Media

Jumptap

261.3

4.1

Jumptap, Inc. operates a mobile audience targeting platform that provides audience-centric
advertising solutions to reach mobile users.

08/12/13 Extreme Reach Digital Generation

884.7

2.2

Digital Generation, Inc. provides digital technology services that enable the electronic delivery
of advertisements.

08/07/13 AOL

Adap.tv

405.0

NA

Adap.tv, Inc. builds technology to connect video advertising buyers to sellers on a single
platform.

04/10/13 LIN Media

Dedicated Media

5.8

NA

Dedicated Media, Inc. provides digital marketing services for advertisers.

03/07/13 Spindle

MeNetwork

10.9

NA

MeNetwork Inc. provides location based mobile marketing solutions.
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Selected M&A Transactions – Transaction Value Disclosed (continued)
Transaction TV/Revenue
Value ($M)
Multiple
Target Business Description
$100.0
2.7x
Atlas DMT, LLC enables advertisers and agencies to plan, manage, track, and optimize digital
campaigns.

Date Acquiror
02/28/13 Facebook

Target
Atlas DMT

02/20/13 Millennial
Media

Metaresolver

14.0

NA

Metaresolver, Inc. offers media buying platform for mobile advertisers.

02/17/13 ironSource

AfterDownload

28.0

NA

AfterDownload Ltd. offers a CPC platform to provide display monetization for the download
funnel.

01/02/13 Phunware

TapIt! Media
Group

23.0

NA

TapIt! Media Group, Inc. operates as a mobile advertising company.

11/05/12 Bazaarvoice

Longboard Media

44.2

NA

Longboard Media, Inc., a vertical advertisement network, provides advertising solutions to
shopping publishers and advertisers.

10/16/12 TeleNav

ThinkNear

22.5

NA

ThinkNear, Inc. offers a service that drives customers to local merchants when business is slow
by blasting people nearby with coupons.

06/21/12 Valassis
Brand.net
Communication

18.0

NA

Brand.net, Inc. provides online media solutions for the underserved brand advertisers.

06/14/12 Syncapse

Clickable

33.0

NA

Clickable, Inc. provides software-as-a-service based advertising management solutions for
marketing-services companies. It offers, a pay-per-click (PPC) management software.

05/23/12 Oracle
Corporation

Vitrue

300.0

3.0

Vitrue, Inc. provides social marketing publishing technology that enables businesses to manage,
message, and moderate their presence on social networks.

05/04/12 salesforce.com Buddy Media

689.0

6.9

Buddy Media, Inc. develops social media management software solutions for use on Facebook.
Its solutions enable brands, retailers, and publishers and their agencies to grow fan base.

02/16/12 Opera Software 4th Screen
Advertising

14.6

NA

4th Screen Advertising Ltd. operates as a mobile advertising company.

02/16/12 Opera Software Mobile Theory

50.0

NA

Mobile Theory, Inc. provides technology, solutions, and services to deliver advertising
campaigns for brands, publishers/app developers, advertisers, and end users.

11/30/11 Adobe Systems Efficient Frontier

400.0

5.3

Efficient Frontier, Inc. operates as a digital performance marketing company that manages
search and display optimization for marketers.

11/09/11 Blinkx

Prime Visibility
Media Group

36.0

1.2

Prime Visibility Media Group, Corp. operates as an integrated online marketing company.

11/01/11 Yahoo!

interclick

263.9

2.0

interclick, inc. provides solutions for data-driven advertising. It combines scalable media
execution capabilities with analytical expertise to deliver results for digital marketers.

10/24/11 SDL

Alterian

106.8

1.8

Alterian plc offers platforms, which manages people, processes, and applications within
marketing that enables marketers to gain insight on their data and execute that analysis.

09/20/11 Serve Virtual
Enterprises

Sometrics

30.0

NA

Sometrics, Inc. operates as an analytics and ad platform startup company specializing in social
media.

08/04/11 Augme
Technologies

HipCricket

45.0

7.0

HipCricket, Inc. operates as a mobile marketing and advertising company that empowers
brands, agencies, and media properties to engage customers, drive loyalty, and increase sales.

08/02/11 ValueClick

Dotomi

295.0

5.6

Dotomi, LLC provides media targeting and optimization services for online advertisers.

06/15/11 Digital
Generation

MediaMind
Technologies

523.9

5.1

MediaMind Technologies Inc. provides digital advertising campaign management solutions to
media agencies and advertisers.

06/13/11 Google

Admeld

400.0

12.0

Admeld Inc. provides digital advertising solutions for publishers.

05/04/11 Efficient
Frontier

Context Optional

50.0

NA

Context Optional, Inc. provides social marketing software and services for brands, advertising
agencies, and publishers. It offers social marketing strategy, safety and discussion monitoring.

03/30/11 Salesforce.com Radian6
Technologies

340.7

NA

Radian6 Technologies, Inc. provides social media monitoring, measurement, and engagement
solutions also it offeres a Web-based social media monitoring and engagement platform.

03/18/11 Motricity

Adenyo

143.0

10.6

Adenyo Inc. provides interactive, online, and mobile marketing and advertising solutions and
operates as a mobile virtual network operator.

02/25/11 Vocus

North Social

25.0

NA

North Social develops and delivers Facebook applications that enable businesses to create,
manage, and promote their business on Facebook.

$263.9
167.0
100.0
23.0

5.6x
4.8
4.1
2.7

75th Percentile
Mean
Median
25th Percentile
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Selected M&A Transactions – Transaction Value Not Disclosed
Date Acquiror
06/19/14 Google

Target
mDialog

Target Business Description
mDialog Corp. manages, delivers, and measures video advertising across IP-connected devices,
including iPad, iPhone, Android, GoogleTV, Apple TV, Roku, and Xbox for media.

06/05/14 Twitter

Namo Media

Namo Media, Inc. offers online advertising services for mobile applications.

05/06/14 Google

Adometry

Adometry, Inc. provides cross-channel attribution intelligence solutions to deliver deeper
insights into the performance of online and offline media campaigns.

03/12/14 GearyLSF Group

Red Bricks Media

Red Bricks Media, Inc. operates as a digital marketing agency that takes a highly interactive
and agile approach to capitalize on dynamic media and technology ecosystems.

03/10/14 Adknowledge

Giant Media

Giant Media LLC, a social video and seeding company, provides a social video platform,
VideoStat. Its platform enables brands and media companies to distribute branded videos.

03/03/14 Zenovia Digital Exchange
Corporation

Brandscreen

Brandscreen Pte Ltd. provides infrastructure, optimization intelligence, and data applications
for agencies and media buyers in the Asia Pacific region.

02/21/14 Apple

Burstly

Burstly, Inc. provides a platform for mobile developers to maximize their marketing and
revenue opportunities.

02/19/14 Shopzilla

Connexity

Connexity LLC operates as an integrated digital advertising company.

02/18/14 SuperAwesome

MobiGirl Media

MobiGirl Media is a mobile ad network that focuses on girls.

02/11/14 The Kroger Co.

YOU Technology Brand
Services

YOU Technology Brand Services, Inc. operates as a digital marketing company.

02/11/14 Integral Ad Science

Simplytics

Simplytics Ltd operates as a mobile ad server and analytics platform managing mobile
advertising campaigns across smartphones, tablets, in-app and mobile web.

02/11/14 A6 Corporation

ReachLogic Media

ReachLogic Media, LLC develops a real time bidding platform for digital marketers and
publishers.

02/10/14 DoubleVerify

RealTargeting

RealTargeting provides online advertising services.

02/06/14 Conversant

SET Media

SET Media Inc., a digital video technology company, operates a contextual online video
advertising platform.

01/23/14 Future

Handpicked Media

Handpicked Media Limited provides digital advertising solutions. It offers social media strategy,
blogger outreach, and display advertising to its customers.

01/07/14 Group M Worldwide

plista

plista GmbH operates a content and advertising platform for online and mobile formats.

01/06/14 Critical Mass (UK)

Agency Republic

Agency Republic Limited, a digital advertising agency, creates and delivers digital advertising
services.

01/06/14 YP Intellectual Property

Sense Networks

Sense Networks, Inc. provides location data analytics. It offers AdMatch, an advertisement
platform that serves local advertisements based on real-time location.

01/02/14 Opera Mediaworks

Hunt Mobile Ads

Hunt Mobile Ads is a mobile advertising network targeted to Spanish-speaking market.

12/16/13 Radionomy

TargetSpot

TargetSpot, Inc. operates digital audio advertising network. The company’s network includes
online music providers, as well as Internet radio and audio content providers.

11/21/13 Zanox

metrigo

metrigo GmbH provides data-driven solutions for display advertising campaigns.

11/21/13 Pure Auto

Tentail

Tentail, Inc. operates a platform that enables advertisers to create and manage online
advertising campaigns.

11/21/13 iMedia Networks

RAM Vision

RAM Vision Ltd. provides digital advertising services. It sells advertising space in large format
screens, landscape plasmas, and kiosks.

11/12/13 Talus Holdings

TRAFFIQ

TRAFFIQ, Inc. provides digital media solutions, including display media campaign planning,
execution, and optimization; real-time bidding; search engine optimization and management.

11/06/13 SMA Media

AdNubo

AdNubo operates a digital advertising trade desk. It enables advertisers to access traffic
sources, information about users, target capabilities, content categories, and certified brands.

10/22/13 Matomy Media Group

Adquant

Adquant Ltd. operates as a social advertising software company.

10/01/13 CPX Interactive

AdReady

AdReady Inc. develops an online display advertising technology for marketers.
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Selected M&A Transactions – Transaction Value Not Disclosed (continued)
Date Acquiror
08/16/13 J. Walter Thompson

Target
Post Visual

Target Business Description
Post Visual Co.,Ltd. provides digital advertising services. The company's clients include Nike,
Google, and eBay.

08/05/13 mediba

ScaleOut

ScaleOut Inc. offers an advertisement platform designed as advertisement technology
infrastructure using Ruby on Rails.

08/01/13 Vibes Media

Lumata, U.S. Brands
Business

Lumata, U.S. Brands Business of Lumata comprises mobile marketing business.

07/18/13 Chaotic Moon

ThoughtLeadr

ThoughtLeadr, Inc. provides an advertising platform supporting various advertising formats on
a network of publisher sites.

07/17/13 Yahoo!

AdMovate

AdMotive, Inc. provides mobile advertising technology that enables advertisers to create and
deliver personalized offers to consumers through mobile platforms.

07/16/13 Dstillery

EveryScreen Media

EveryScreen Media, Inc. operates as a mobile targeted digital advertising company.

07/01/13 Pure Auto

Ronin Solutions

Ronin Solutions LLC provides digital marketing and ad targeting services to car dealerships.

06/28/13 McCannBlue Dublin

Blue Cube Interactive

Blue Cube Interactive Limited creates, plans, and produces digital advertising. Its services
include Web design.

06/04/13 AdFederal Media

Lyxel Digital

Lyxel Digital Pvt Ltd. provides advertisement-personalization solutions for advertisers and
publishers to reach their target audience on the Internet.

06/03/13 Rebellion Media Group

Crucial Interactive

Crucial Interactive Inc., a digital media company, provides display and mobile advertising
services to media buying agencies and direct clients.

05/11/13 APPCityLife

OnQueue Technologies OnQueue Technologies, Inc. operates an online mobile promotions network.

05/08/13 Arqiva

Selective Media

Selective Media Limited provides location based on-line media solutions.

05/08/13 St. John & Partners

SBS Studios

SBS Studios, LLC provides Web design/digital advertising/new media agency services.

03/15/13 Q1Media

Adexcite

Adexcite, LLC operates a digital video advertising network that delivers advertising units on
Websites, tablets, and mobile devices.

01/25/13 Aarki

Mobspire

Mobspire Inc. designs and develops tools to create, deploy, and manage mobile and tablet
campaigns both on mobile applications and websites.

01/16/13 HelloWorld

Mozes

Mozes, Inc. provides mobile engagement services for music bands to build relationships with
their fans through the mobile phone.

06/10/12 Oracle Corporation

Involver

Involver Inc. provides video campaign platform for marketers to build, launch, promote,
manage, and monitor, track video campaigns for social networks users.

06/04/12 VTEX Remarkable
Technology

Altodot

Altodot builds social marketing strategy, social media buying and optimization, and social
applications on social media platforms.

05/10/12 Twitter

RestEngine

RestEngine provides social marketing automation solutions for application developers and
publishers. It offers an outbound social marketing platform.

04/18/12 Marketo

Crowd Factory

Crowd Factory, Inc. provides crowd-powered marketing applications. It offers Social Marketing
Suite, a set of social marketing applications that allows companies to embed social elements.

02/27/12 Buddy Media

Brighter Option

Brighter Option Ltd., an independent software development company, provides Facebook
advertising management tools.

10/14/11 Demandforce

Flowtown

Flowtown is a social media marketing platform that helps businesses transform email contacts
into engaged customers. It offers business tools which uses information from social networks.

10/12/11 HootSuite Media

Geotoko

Geotoko provides a location-based marketing and analytics software platform for businesses
and brands to run real-time location-based promotions.
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Appendix E: Selected Private Placement Financings
Date Company
08/04/14 Smaato

Amount
$25.0

07/30/14 Dstillery

Investors
Aeris Capital; Singapore
Press Holding

Business Description
Smaato, Inc. is a mobile advertising company. It operates Smaato Open Mobile Advertising
(SOMA), a mobile advertising optimization platform for the delivery of targeted advertising.

24.3

Contour Venture
Partners; Coriolis

Dstillery provides solutions to help brands find and convert new customers in real time. It
offers ProspectRank, a scoring system that ranks a prospect’s likelihood to buy a brand.

07/21/14 Intent Media

22.7

Insight Venture Partners; Intent Media, Inc. develops an advertising platform. The company provides solutions that
Matrix
enable e-commerce sites to turn customer intent into revenue.

07/01/14 Madwire Media

5.5

Copley Equity Partners;
Cypress Growth Capital

Madwire Media, LLC provides marketing and design agency services. Its marketing services
include SMS marketing, social media marketing, email marketing and public relations.

06/23/14 Widespace

12.7

Industrifonden;
Northzone Ventures

Widespace AB provides mobile advertising services that connect mobile advertisers with
mobile publishers. The company advertises on applications and mobile Websites.

06/13/14 Tapad

7.0

Battery Ventures;
FirstMark Capital

Tapad, Inc. provides cross-platform advertising and attribution solutions. The company offers a
multi-screen advertising platform that serves retargeting campaigns onto the Web.

05/14/14 MediaMath

100.0

Akamai Technologies;
Catalyst Investors

MediaMath is a digital marketing technology company dedicated to reengineering modern
marketing to offer transformative results based on tangible goals.

04/15/14 Kinetic Social

18.0

Blue Chip Venture
Company

Kinetic Social, Inc. provides a social advertising delivery platform. The company is also a social
data and marketing technology company.

04/14/14 Semantic Sugar

70.0

Accel Partners;
FLOODGATE

Semantic Sugar, Inc., doing business as AdRoll, operates an advertising platform that enables
brands to create personalized advertisement campaigns based on their own Website data.

04/08/14 Kenshoo

20.0

Arts Alliance Advisors;
Bain Capital Ventures

Kenshoo, Ltd. is a software company that engineers cloud-based digital marketing and
predictive media optimization technology solutions.

03/31/14 Act-On Software

42.1

Norwest Venture
Partners

Act-On Software, Inc. provides online marketing services. The company is also a provider of
cloud-based integrated marketing automation software.

03/31/14 Mobiquity
Technologies

15.0

Aspire Capital Partners

Mobiquity Technologies, Inc., through its subsidiaries, provides brand marketing, advanced
integrated marketing platforms, mobile marketing, social networks, and site development.

03/26/14 CPX Interactive
Holdings

30.0

AR Capital

CPX Interactive Holdings LLC is a digital media holding company. It provides multi-screen
messaging, leveraging display, social, and mobile and video advertising services.

02/25/14 The Trade Desk

20.0

Double M Partners

The Trade Desk, Inc. operates a bidding platform and service for buying digital media and data.
The company offers various tools and options for media buyers and data owners.

02/06/14 PubMatic

13.0

Nokia Growth Partners;
August Capital

PubMatic is the technology platform that powers the programmatic advertising strategy of
leading publishers and premium brands.

01/30/14 Acquisio

NA

Emerillon Capital; Fonds
de solidarité

Acquisio is a high-powered performance media solution that enables digital marketers to
optimize their search campaigns and report on social, mobile and display initiatives.

01/13/14 Turn

80.0

Norwest Venture
Partners; BlackRock

Turn Inc. provides data and media management platform technologies to Fortune 500 brands
and advertising agencies.

01/22/14 Sharethrough

17.0

North Bridge Venture
Partners

Sharethrough, Inc. operates as a social video advertising platform and distribution network
company. The company distributes customer videos within social Websites and applications.

12/11/13 Simplifi Holdings

16.0

Frontier Capital; Contour Simplifi Holdings, Inc. provides a demand side platform that integrates search and display
Venture Partners
advertising.

12/10/13 The Mobile
Majority

11.6

Silicon Valley Bank

The Mobile Majority provides mobile advertising solutions. It offers videos, rich media,
rewards, customer acquisition, and app discovery products.

12/06/13 Flurry

12.5

Borealis Ventures;
CrossLink Capital

Flurry, Inc. provides a mobile application analytics and data-powered advertising platform that
provides various services to build, measure, advertise, and monetize various applications.

12/05/13 The Exchange Lab

8.2

Business Growth Fund

The Exchange Lab Ltd. operates as a programmatic marketing intelligence and multi-platform
media trading company for clients worldwide.

11/22/13 Sojern

10.0

Focus Ventures; Norwest Sojern Inc. provides an audience engagement platform that enables clients to capture
Venture Partners
aggregate data, curate traveler profiles, and engage travelers to drive awareness.

11/21/13 TapCommerce

10.5

Bain Capital Ventures;
RRE Ventures

TapCommerce Inc. operates as a mobile technology company that provides mobile retargeting
solutions.

11/10/13 NinthDecimal
(formally JiWire)

9.2

DFG Frontier

NinthDecimal, Inc. operates a location-based mobile audience intelligence platform that
connects advertisers to on-the-go mobile audience using the location-based media channels.

10/17/13 Mintigo

10.0

Adams Street Partners;
Sequoia Capital

Mintigo Ltd. provides intelligent lead-generation services for customers worldwide. The
company offers B2B lead generation services.

08/27/13 Martini Media
Network

14.0

Venrock; Granite
Ventures

Martini Media Network, Inc., a digital media platform, operates a publisher network of various
sites on the Web in lifestyle and business for consumers in the United States.

08/15/13 Vungle

6.5

CrossLink Capital;
SoftTech VC

Vungle, Inc. promotes mobile applications through in-app video trailers. The company
produces and distributes video trailers through its advertising delivery platform.
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Selected Private Placement Financings (continued)
Date Company
08/15/13 Apsalar

Amount
$9.0

Investors
500 Startups; Battery
Ventures

Business Description
Apsalar Inc. provides mobile engagement management (MEM) solutions for application
developers and publishers worldwide.

08/01/13 Taptica

NA

Marimedia

Taptica, Inc. operates a mobile user acquisition platform for brands and application developers
to engage mobile users.

06/31/13 4INFO

8.0

Big Basin Partners LP;
Comcast Ventures

4INFO, Inc., a mobile advertising technology company, provides audience targeting solutions
to publishers, agencies, and brands.

06/13/13 Mojiva

3.5

Bertelsmann Digital
Media Investments

Mojiva, Inc. provides mobile advertising solutions. The company also offers reporting interface,
performance and costs metrics, and fraud detection services.

05/23/13 Collective

20.0

Accel Partners; Samsung
Venture Investment

COLLECTIVE INC., a marketing agency, provides multi-screen advertising solutions that help
brands connect with their audience.

05/08/13 Velti

24.8

AYM Capital; Deutsche
Bank Securities

Velti plc provides mobile marketing and advertising technology and solutions for brands,
advertising agencies, mobile operators, and media companies.

05/06/13 Kinetic Social

8.0

Blue Chip Venture
Company

Kinetic Social, Inc. provides a social advertising delivery platform. It integrates planning and
strategy, data analytics/insights/reporting, creative development, testing and optimization.

04/11/13 LSN Mobile

5.0

Fulcrum Equity Partners

LSN Mobile, Inc. operates as a mobile advertisement network that enables national and
regional advertisers to reach local audiences on their mobile phones and tablets.

04/10/13 Madhouse

6.5

QUALCOMM Ventures

Madhouse Inc. operates as a mobile advertising network and mobile marketing solution
provider in China.

04/03/13 AudienceScience

16.8

Integral Capital Partners;
Mayfield Fund

AudienceScience Inc. offers online behavioral targeting platforms and marketplace for the
digital media industry.

03/28/13 Booyah

30.0

Accel Partners; DAG
Ventures

Online digital ad agency focused on SEO, Display Media, Local Search, Paid Search, Site
Monetization, and Social Media.

03/25/13 MirriAd Limited

5.5

Zee Entertainment
Enterprises

MirriAd Limited provides in-video advertising solutions for the skip generation. The company’s
advertising platform enables content owners to monetize their content.

03/21/13 Tapad

6.5

FirstMark Capital

Tapad, Inc. provides cross-platform advertising and attribution solutions. The company offers a
multi-screen advertising platform that serves retargeting campaigns onto the Web.

03/07/13 FreakOut

5.3

YJ Capital

FreakOut, inc. operates as a marketing technology company in Japan and internationally. The
company develops and sells marketing platforms.

02/27/13 Yodle

5.0

Bessemer Venture
Partners

Yodle, Inc., together with its subsidiaries, provides cloud-based marketing automation
solutions for local businesses.

02/21/13 Adara Media

20.0

August Capital;
Morgenthaler

Adara Media, Inc. offers data-driven marketing solutions. It provides an audience platform for
digital advertisers to use big data to reach highly-targeted traveler and hospitality.

02/14/13 Drawbridge

14.0

Kleiner Perkins Caufield
& Byers; Sequoia Capital

Drawbridge, Inc. offers advertising solutions. It offers a true mobile advertising solution; and a
cross-device platform that lets users show advertisements in application or on websites.

01/15/13 PinYou

20.0

CBC Capital; Vangoo
Investment Partners

PinYou operates as a digital advertisement wireless network technology company. The
company provides real-time targeting using advanced demographics and systems.

01/13/13 OpenX

25.0

Cyber Communications;
Index Ventures

OpenX Technologies Inc. provides integrated enterprise software solutions for midmarket
companies worldwide.

01/24/13 AppNexus

75.0

Coriolis Ventures; First
Round Capital

AppNexus Inc. operates as a technology company that provides trading solutions and powers
marketplaces for Internet advertising.

01/21/13 DataXu

20.0

Atlas Venture; Flybridge
Capital Partners

DataXu, Inc. provides programmatic marketing software for brands and agencies.

01/14/13 Convertro

5.0

Bessemer Venture
Partners; DAG Ventures

Convertro, Inc. provides an attribution modeling technology to measure, attribute, and
optimize conversions across various channels and devices.

12/28/12 Crossboard Mobile

7.7

New Atlantic Ventures;
RRE Ventures

Crossboard Mobile provides cost-per-lead mobile advertising solutions for advertisers to
connect with and engage new customers.

12/10/12 Delivery Agent

5.0

Samsung Venture
Investment Corporation

Delivery Agent, Inc. provides multi-channel commerce and advertising solutions for sports and
entertainment markets in North America, Europe, and internationally.

11/10/12 HubSpot

35.0

Altimeter Capital
Management

HubSpot, Inc. offers inbound marketing software.

11/09/12 xAd

5.0

Emergence Capital
Partners; SoftBank

xAD, Inc. provides mobile marketing solutions. It offers a mobile advertising network to
publishers, developers, and advertisers.

10/11/12 Sharethrough

5.0

North Bridge Venture
Partners; FLOODGATE

Sharethrough, Inc. operates as a social video advertising platform and distribution network
company.

10/11/12 SearchForce

3.6

NA

SearchForce, Inc. develops search marketing software for online advertisers, advertising
agencies, and corporations in the United States and internationally.
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Selected Private Placement Financings (continued)
Date Company
09/30/12 Olson

Amount
$13.9

Investors
Fifth Street Capital

Business Description
Olson, Inc. operates as a marketing agency. It offers advertising, digital and design, analytics
design and measurement, brand anthropology, brand strategy, brand design and identity.

09/12/12 eXelate

12.0

Carmel Ventures; Menlo
Ventures

eXelate Media LTD. provides analytics, smart data, and cloud infrastructure products for
marketers, agencies, platforms, publishers, and data providers worldwide.

08/17/12 Tiger Media

7.0

Yuanta Asset
Management, Asset

Tiger Media, Inc., a multi-platform media company, provides advertising services in the out-ofhome advertising industry in the People’s Republic of China.

06/28/12 Jumptap

27.5

Summerhill Venture
Partners

Jumptap, Inc. operates a mobile audience targeting platform that provides audience-centric
advertising solutions to reach mobile users in the United States and internationally.

06/25/12 Visual IQ

12.0

Fog City Capital; Volition
Capital

Visual IQ, Inc. offers a hosted cross channel marketing intelligence software for marketers and
agencies.

06/07/12 Zeta Interactive
Corporation

70.0

GCP Capital Partners

Zeta Interactive Corporation, a digital marketing agency, provides strategic services and
platforms to Fortune 1000 and Fortune 500 companies, and middle market brands.

06/06/12 Magnetic Media
Online

10.0

Charles River Ventures;
Edison Partners

Magnetic Media Online, Inc., a digital technology company, provides a solution that powers
agencies and advertisers to combine intent data with display advertising.

05/30/12 Rhythm NewMedia

8.0

Morgan Creek Capital
Management

Rhythm NewMedia Inc. provides mobile video advertising solutions. The company sells and
serves video, rich media, and other advertising formats.

05/10/12 Drawbridge

14.0

Kleiner Perkins Caufield
& Byers; Sequoia Capital

Drawbridge, Inc. offers advertising solutions. It offers a true mobile advertising solution; and a
cross-device platform that lets users show advertisements in application or on the website.

05/08/12 Adaptly

6.5

Charles River Ventures;
DreamIt Ventures

Adaptly, Inc. offers a social advertising platform.

05/03/12 LifeStreet
Corporation

66.0

Nautic Partners

LifeStreet Corporation provides in-application advertising solutions for Facebook, Apple (iOS),
and Android developers in the United States and internationally.

03/08/12 Aarki

NA

Camp One Ventures;
Scrum Ventures

Netsertive, Inc. offers cloud-based digital marketing engine which automates localized digital
advertising Aarki, Inc. provides mobile marketing solutions for advertisers and publishers.

03/02/12 Netsertive

7.3

RRE Ventures; Greycroft
Partners

Netsertive, Inc. offers cloud-based digital marketing engine which automates localized digital
advertising and channel marketing programs, encompassing search, display and social.

02/28/12 Verve Wireless

14.0

BlueRun Ventures;
QUALCOMM Ventures

Verve is the leading location-centric mobile advertising platform in the US. Verve helps
hundreds of local and national advertisers reach a valuable, premium audience.

02/01/12 [x+1]

5.4

Advanced Technology
Ventures

[x+1], Inc. develops [x+1] Origin platform, a software-as-a-service based integrated and open
software for data-driven digital marketing.

01/24/12 Adara Media

12.4

August Capital;
Morgenthaler

Adara Media, Inc. offers data-driven marketing solutions. It provides an audience platform for
digital advertisers to use big data to reach highly-targeted traveler and hospitality.

01/02/12 Bluekai

15.0

Battery Ventures; GGV
Capital; Redpoint

Blue Kai, Inc. operates a cloud-based data management platform to personalize marketing
programs and customer experience for agencies and data providers.

11/15/11 BrightRoll

30.0

Adams Street Partners;
Canopy Capital Partners

BrightRoll Inc. provides digital video advertising solutions to advertisers and agencies,
publishers, and developers to broadcast in Web, mobile, and connected TV.

09/15/11 InMobi

200.0

Kleiner Perkins Caufield
& Byers

InMobi provides mobile advertising services in Asia and Africa. It develops an advertisement
serving algorithm that helps in optimizing the ranking of the advertisements.

06/03/11 Smaato

3.0

EDB Investments; Aeris
Capital

Smaato, Inc. is a mobile advertising company. It operates Smaato Open Mobile Advertising
(SOMA), a mobile advertising optimization platform for the delivery of targeted advertising.

04/11/11 RadiumOne

21.0

DFJ Esprit; Crosslink
Capital

RadiumOne, Inc. is engaged in programmatic advertising through a combination of
programmatic buying, proprietary data and patent-pending intelligence algorithms.
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Appendix G: Hot Private Companies

60

4INFO
Company Overview
4INFO, Inc., a mobile advertising technology company, provides audience targeting solutions
to publishers, agencies, and brands. It offers AdHaven targeted mobile advertising platform
that includes a mobile advertising server, an audience and data management platform, and
an analytics platform for targeting in the mobile advertising industry; AdHaven Bullseye
MultiScreen, a multi screen solution for campaign targeting and delivery by measuring actual
sales. The company also provides AdHaven Audience Network, which includes a network of
Web properties and applications to offer a suite of mobile advertising units in mobile Web,
text messaging, mobile applications, video, and media. It enables publishers and application
developers to sell and manage their mobile inventory. In addition, the company provides
mobile Web advertising, SMS publishing, advertising insertion, mobile marketing, and
advertisement serving solutions. 4INFO, Inc. was formerly known as UDoIt. The company was
founded in 2004 and is based in San Mateo, California with additional offices in New York,
Los Angeles, Chicago, and Boston.
Address:

155 Bovet Road,
Second Floor, San
Mateo, California,
94402

Website:
Founded:

www.4Info.net
2004

Capital Raised: $64.3M
Investors:
Big Basin Partners LP, Comcast Ventures (David Zilberman), Draper Fisher
Jurvetson (Andreas Stavropoulos), Gannett Co., Inc. (NYSE:GCI), Mezzanine
Capital Partners, Mitsui & Co. Global Investment Ltd., Mitsui & Co. Global
Investment, Inc., Sand Hill Capital
Selected Senior Management
Professional
Professional Title
Jenkins, Timothy
Chief Executive Officer
Koenig, Ed
Vice President of Finance and Human Resources
Moxley, Chuck
Chief Marketing Officer
Senior
Vice President of Strategic Alliances and Corporate
Tangredi, Mari
Development
Estabrook, Michelle
Vice President of Ad Operations

61

Aarki
Company Overview
Aarki is a leader in interactive and creative advertising technology for brands, agencies, ad
networks and premium publishers. Aarki’s technology platform allows users to create multiplatform ads with ease, measure engagement and understand return on investment (ROI)
across web, digital and mobile. Aarki (pronounced ar-key) is a Sanskrit word meaning to rise
above or elevate. The company’s goal is to ensure customers can rise above their
competition through cloud-based technologies that deliver highly engaging, interactive
advertisements across all devices. Aarki is based in Mountain View, with offices in New York
City, Los Angeles, Tokyo, Beijing, Yerevan and Manila.
Address:

485 North
Whisman Road,
Mountain View,
California, 94043

Investors:

Walden Capital

Website:
Founded:

www.aarki.com
2010

Selected Senior Management
Professional
Professional Title
Bhatt, Sid
Co-Founder and Chief Executive Officer
Budagyan, Levon
Co-Founder and Chief Technology Officer
Battle, Ed
Chief Operating Officer

62

Acquisio
Company Overview
Acquisio, Inc. designs and develops performance media solutions. The company owns and
operates a performance media platform that enables users to buy, track, manage, optimize,
and report media and campaigns across social networks. Additionally, it provides web
analytics, search engine optimization, and training and consulting services. The company’s
clientele include Bruce Clay, Yellow Pages Group, SEO Inc., aimClear, Page Zero, Find Me
Faster, Leverage Marketing, and SEER Interactive. Acquisio, Inc. was founded in 2003 and is
based in Brossard, Canada with additional offices in Seattle, Washington and Paris, France.
Address:

6300 Auteuil, Suite
300, Brozzard, QC,
J4Z 3P2

Website:
Founded:

www.acquisio.com
2003

Capital Raised: $12.1M
Emerillon Capital, Fonds de solidarité FTQ (Colette Roy), Fonds régional de
Investors:
solidarité FTQ Montérégie, Tandem (André Gauthier), Yellow Media Limited
(TSX:Y)
Selected Senior Management
Professional
Professional Title
Martin, Le Sauteur
Chief Executive Officer, President and Director
Couture, Richard
Co-founder and Vice President of Product Management
Poirier, Marc
Co-founder, Executive Vice President of Business Development
Mailloux, Martin
Vice President of Technology

63

AdRoll
Company Overview
AdRoll is the most widely-adopted retargeting platform with 15,000 active advertisers. The
company operates an advertising platform that enables brands to create personalized
advertisement campaigns based on their own Website data. The company’s platform offers
services such as cross-device and cross-platform retargeting, web retargeting, retargeting on
Facebook, retargeting on Twitter, dynamic liquid ads, and mobile retargeting. It serves
advertisers in the United States and internationally. The company’s partners include
Facebook Exchange, Google, Miva Merchant, Volusion, Designpax, and Canned Banners.
AdRoll, Inc. was founded in 2007 and is headquartered in San Francisco, California with
additional offices in New York, New York; Dublin, Ireland; and Sydney, Australia.
Address:

972 Mission Street
3rd Floor, San
Franscico,
California, 93001

Website:
Founded:

www.adroll.com
2007

Capital Raised: $89M
Investors:
Accel Partners, FLOODGATE, Foundation Capital (Charles Moldow),
Institutional Venture Partners (Eric Liaw, Parsa Saljoughian, Todd Chaffee),
Merus Capital (Sean Dempsey), Northgate Capital Group, L.L.C., Performance
Equity Management LLC, True Ventures, Western Technology Investment
Selected Senior Management
Professional
Professional Title
Kopf, Jared
Founder and Chairman
Bell, Aaron
Founder and Chief Executive Officer
Berke, Adam
President, Chief Marketing Officer and Co-founder
Manes, Stacey
Vice President of Human Resources and Recruiting
Khanna, Suresh
Chief Revenue Officer

64

Apsalar
Company Overview
Apsalar Inc. provides mobile engagement management (MEM) solutions for application
developers and publishers worldwide. It offers ApScience, a mobile conversion analytics
solution; and ApEngage, a mobile behavioral advertising solution. The company’s solutions
enable mobile publishers to analyze, optimize, and monetize user engagement in their
applications. Apsalar Inc. was founded in 2010 and is based in San Francisco, California.
Address:

480 Second Street
Office, San
Francisco,
California, 94107

Website:
Founded:
Employees:

www.apsalar.com
2010
32

Capital Raised: $14.8M
500 Startups, Battery Ventures, Correlation Ventures, DCM (Connie Xu,
Investors:
Osuke Honda), DN Capital Limited (Steven Schlenker), Founder's Co-op,
Morado Venture Partners, Seraph Group, Thomvest Ventures, Inc. (Andrew
Tweed, Don Butler)
Selected Senior Management
Professional Title
Professional
Oiknine, Michael
Co-founder and Chief Executive Officer
Co-founder and Chief Technology Officer
Majid, Fazal
Vice President of Product Management & Operations
Grenier, Ryan
Vice President of Sales & Marketing
Keane, Dayton
Anthony, Matt
Vice President of Data Science

65

Drawbridge
Company Overview
Drawbridge, Inc. is the leading cross-device identity platform that enables advertisers to
seamlessly connect with consumers across smartphones, tablets, smart TVs, and desktops.
The company was founded in 2010 and is based in San Mateo, California.
Address:

2121 South El
Camino Real, San
Mateo, California,
94403

Website:
Founded:
Employees:

www.drawbrid.ge
2010
66

Capital Raised: $20.5M
Investors:
Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers (Matt Murphy), Northgate Capital Group,
L.L.C. (Brent Jones), Sequoia Capital (James Goetz)
Selected Senior Management
Professional
Professional Title
Sivaramakrishnan,
Founder and Chief Executive Officer
Kamakshi
Guan, Devin
Vice President of Engineering
Bafna, Rahul
Vice President of Product
Ferrario, Brian
Vice President of Marketing
Johnson, Rich
Vice President of Sales
Patel, Nimesh
Vice President of Partnerships & EMEA

66

eXelate Media
Company Overview
eXelate Media LTD. provides analytics, smart data, and cloud infrastructure products for
marketers, agencies, platforms, publishers, and data providers worldwide. It offers eXelate
optiX, an insights and analytics terminal that transforms online and offline interactions into
consumer insights for marketers seeking to maximize their understanding of consumer
behavior; and eXelate eXchange for agencies and platforms looking to maximize the return
on audience targeting. The company also provides eXelate conneX, a cloud infrastructure
service for data providers looking to expand their data distribution and profit; and eXelate
maX for marketers and agencies seeking audiences for branding and direct response
campaigns. eXelate Media LTD. was founded in 2006 and is headquartered in New York, New
York. The company has locations in San Francisco, Chicago, Los Angeles, Detroit, Israel, Paris,
and London.
Address:

7 West 22nd Street,
9th Floor, New
York, New York,
10010

Website:
Founded:

www.exelate.com
2006

Capital Raised: $32M
Investors:
Carmel Ventures (Shlomo Dovrat), Menlo Ventures (Mark Siegel), NewSpring
Capital (Glenn Rieger), Trident Capital, Inc. (Evangelos Simoudis)
Selected Senior Management
Professional
Professional Title
Zagorski, Mark
Chief Executive Officer and Director
Zohar, Meir
Co-Founder, Senior Advisor and Director
Efraim, Elad
Co-Founder and Chief Technology Officer
Fischer, David
Senior Vice President of Sales
Campbell, Doug
Senior Vice President of Strategic and Corporate Development

67

Infolinks
Company Overview
Infolinks, Inc. provides a contextual advertising platform for online content publishers in the
United States and Internationally. The company's In³ platform scans web pages using
algorithms to identify the most significant keywords and renders a suite of real-time, intentbased advertising products to create new revenue opportunities for digital publishers.
Infolinks, Inc. was founded in 2007 and is based in Palo Alto, California.
Address:

505 Hamilton
Avenue, Palo Alto,
California 94301

Website:
Founded:
Employees:

www.infolinks.com
2007
70

Capital Raised: $10M
Investors:
Primera Capital (Oren Zeev), Goldrock Capital (David Ram)
Selected Senior Management
Professional Title
Professional
Chief Executive Officer
Zinman, David
Chief Operating Officer
Davidovich, Yariv
Eliraz, Ziv
General Manager, R&D Office

68

MarketShare Partners
Company Overview
MarketShare Partners LLC provides marketing analytics solutions for businesses, media
companies, marketers, and agencies. It offers MarketShare Optimizer, an analytics solution
for marketers in various industries; MarketShare Planner, a system that provides instant
advice and guidance for strategic decisions; and MarketShare 360, a cross-channel
attribution and optimization platform for marketing attribution and optimization. The
company was founded in 2005 and is based in Los Angeles, California.
Address:

11150 Santa
Monica Boulevard,
Los Angeles,
California, 90025

Website:
Founded:

www.marketshare.com
2005

Capital Raised: $78M
Investors:
Elevation Partners (Adam Hopkins, Ted Meisel), FTV Capital (Aly Lovett, Eric
Byunn)
Selected Senior Management
Professional
Professional Title
Nichols, Wesley A.
Co-Founder and Chief Executive Officer
Co-Founder and Chief Executive Officer
Vein, Jon
Hanssens, Dominique
Co-founder and Partner
Heyrick, Simon M.
Chief Financial Officer
Markman, Ivan
Chief Operating Officer

69

NinthDecimal
Company Overview
NinthDecimal (formerly JiWire) is the leading mobile audience intelligence platform building
the most comprehensive understanding of people by connecting their digital and physical
lives. Through a combination of data and proprietary technology, NinthDecimal provides
Fortune 500 companies, marquee brands and agencies a unique view of today’s consumer,
informing media strategies and enabling optimal brand experiences and campaign ROI across
digital. Our audience data is built on one trillion data points from over one billion devices,
allowing us to create hundreds of customized audience segments with the scale to drive
meaningful business results – enabling marketers to reach individuals at the right time, in the
right place, with the right message. NinthDecimal brings together the most powerful
audience data from both digital and real-world sources, and makes this data available to
industry leaders across the mobile ecosystem – from agencies and brands, to programmatic
ad buying platforms, to industry partners. By leveraging this data, we enable marketers to
create their specific target audience, and reach this audience across mobile display, mobile
video, online and Wi-Fi ad platforms. We also utilize a unique suite of measurement and
insights tools to drive campaign success.
Website:
Founded:

www.ninthdecimal.com
2003

Address:

150 Post Street,
Suite 500, San
Fransisco,
California, 94108

Investors:

Comcast Ventures (Michael Yang), DFJ Frontier (James Schraith, Scott Lenet),
Draper Fisher Jurvetson (Timothy Draper), Norwest Venture Partners (Joshua
Goldman), Panorama Capital (Christopher Albinson), Trident Capital, Inc.
(Eric Jeck, John Moragne)

Selected Senior Management
Professional
Professional Title
Fordyce, Michael
Chief Executive Officer and Director
President
Staas, David
Capitolo, Gregory
Chief Financial Officer
Senior Vice President of Business Development
Rose, Tod
Archibald, Greg
Senior Vice President of Sales

70

Placecast
Company Overview
Placecast is a leading enterprise software platform that enables telcos, financial institutions,
brands and agencies to monetize unique location and user data. Over the past six years,
Placecast has set up millions of geofences and ran thousands of mobile ad campaigns for
over 300 clients around the world. Placecast’s three main product offerings include PlaceAd,
its programmatic mobile advertising platform, LocalBox, its location data management
platform, and ShopAlerts, its leading solution for mobile wallets and commerce. Over the
years, Placecast has worked with large enterprise clients such as AT&T, Rogers, Visa, O2
Telefonica, and some of the world’s leading brands such as Starbucks, Unilever, Kiehl’s, The
North Face, Kohl’s and Jet Blue. Today, Placecast provides a secure, privacy-first solution for
monetizing big data through mobile advertising, and is managing millions of merchant
records and locations for several large telcos, banks and media companies. Placecast is the
only company that has deployed this type of white-label solution at scale. Founded in 2005,
Placecast is headquartered in San Francisco with offices in Atlanta, New York and London.
Address:

165 Page Street,
San Francisco,
California, 94102

Website:
Founded:

www.placecast.net
2005

Capital Raised: $12.9M
Onset Ventures (Terry Opdendyk), Voyager Capital (Daniel Ahn), Quatrex
Investors:
Capital (Jodi Jahic)
Selected Senior Management
Professional
Professional Title
Goodman, Alistair
Chief Executive Officer and Director
Bezancon, Anne
Co-founder, President and Director
Parkes, Daniel
Co-founder and Chief Technology Officer
Peppo, Will
Chief Financial Officer
Touesnard, Todd
Vice President of Product Development
Anson, David
Vice President, Strategic Partnerships

71

PubMatic
Company Overview
PubMatic, Inc. provides a strategic selling platform for publishers and brands. Its platform
provides a suite of tools to execute private marketplace strategies, optimization of sales
channels, expansion capabilities, business intelligence insights, and brand management
controls; and audience data management, analytics and reporting, scale management, brand
control, real-time bidding (RTB), mobile, management, yield optimization, and
implementation tools. The company’s tools include video RTB; mobile SDK for iOS and
Android that allows mobile application providers to make digital assets; PubDirect, a suite of
publisher tools to add and manage sales channels; PubLink, a tool for publishers and buyers
that provides a set of application programming interfaces; and PubConnect that enables
publishers to increase their targeted reach via cross-exchange buying, top-notch network
strategies, and campaign management tools. It also provides mobile solutions for traditional
direct sales, programmatic direct sales, and mediation; and services and consulting.
PubMatic, Inc. was founded in 2006 and is based in Redwood City, California with additional
offices worldwide.
Address:

305 Main Street,
Redwood City,
California, 94063

Website:
Founded:

www.pubmatic.com
2006

Capital Raised: $63M
Investors:
August Capital (Tripp Jones, W. Carlborg), Draper Fisher Jurvetson (Timothy
Draper), Helion Venture Partners, LLC (Ashish Gupta), Nexus Venture
Partners (Narendra Gupta, Suvir Sujan), Nokia Growth Partners (Annie Lin,
John Gardner), SVB Silicon Valley Bank, Investment Arm
Selected Senior Management
Professional
Professional Title
Goel, Amar
Founder and Chairman
Co-founder and Chief Executive Officer
Goel, Rajeev
McDonald, Kirk
President
Co-founder and Chief Technology Officer
Das, Anand
Kumar, Mukul
Co-founder and Senior Vice President of Engineering

72

RadiumOne
Company Overview
RadiumOne, Inc. is engaged in programmatic advertising through a combination of
programmatic buying, proprietary data, patent-pending intelligence algorithms, and multichannel capabilities. It engages directly with consumers, monitors sharing events, filters this
data through its ShareGraph intelligence layer, builds real-time audiences for its brands, and
targets advertisements across real-time impressions, spanning the Web, mobile Web, and
Facebook. The company’s ShareGraph is an audience intelligence layer that analyzes social
and behavioral signals from across the Web and mobile to determine attributes such as
purchase intent and connection strengths with other users. It also offers Po.st URL Shortener,
a free URL shortener for brands to reach qualified audience on clients’ next display campaign;
Po.st Sharing Widget, a social sharing platform for publishers; and Mobile SDKs. The
company was formerly known as gWallet, Inc. and changed the name to RadiumOne, Inc. in
October 2010. The company was incorporated in 2008 and is headquartered in San Francisco,
California with additional offices in the United States and Europe.
Address:

55 Second Street,
18th Floor, San
Francisco,
California, 94105

Website:
Founded:
Employees:

www.radiumone.com
2009
325

Capital Raised: $20.7M
Investors:
Focal Labs
Selected Senior Management
Professional
Professional Title
Lonergan, Bill
Chief Executive Officer, Chief Operating Officer and Director
Baird, Anna
Chief Financial Officer
Werner, Mike
Senior Vice President of Sales
Bader, Eric
Chief Marketing Officer
Staines, Rupert
Managing Director of Europe

73

Smaato
Company Overview
Smaato is a global mobile RTB ad exchange (SMX) which helps mobile app developers and
publishers increase ad revenues worldwide. Smaato operates a mobile RTB ad exchange and
Supply Side Platform across 78,000 mobile app developers and mobile publishers serving 90
billion impressions per month. On the demand side, Smaato globally connects 100+ ad
networks and 170+ DSPs. The company was founded in 2005 and is based in San Francisco,
California, with additional locations in Hamburg, Germany, and Singapore.

Address:

240 Stockton
Street, 10th Floor,
San Francisco,
California, 94108

Website:
Founded:

www.smaato.com
2005

Capital Raised: $47.0M
Investors:
Advance Ventures LLC Investment Arm, Aeris Capital AG, EDB Investments
Pte. Ltd. (Boon-Ping Chua), Impera Total Return AG (BST:IRP), Wilson Sonsini,
Goodrich & Rosati, Singapore Press Holdings
Selected Senior Management
Professional
Professional Title
Kruse, Ragnar
Co-Founder and Chief Executive Officer
Vorsteher, Petra
Co-Founder and Chief Alliances Officer
Pannu, Ajitpal
Chief Strategy Officer
Reiss, Oliver
Chief Financial Officer
Chief Operating Officer
Fiegen, Georg

74

Spotzot
Company Overview
Spotzot, Inc. provides a deal targeting platform for publishers, brands and merchants, deal
affiliates, and consumers. Its deal search and targeting platform provides a single channel for
brands and merchants to reach various new and loyal consumers by location and intent, as
well as creates a resource for measuring and comparing campaign performance. The
company generates higher campaign click-throughs from algorithms that intelligently rank,
select, tag, and organize high value retail in-store and online offers. It updates various deals
every day, spanning mass merchandise categories from apparel, to electronics, home,
grocery, and restaurants. The company was founded in 2009 and is based in Santa Clara,
California.

Address:

2903 Bunker Hill
Lane, Suite 150,
Santa Clara, CA,
95054

Website:
Founded:
Employees:

www.spotzot.com
2009
35

Capital Raised: $8.0M
Investors:
Cervin Ventures, Foundation Capital (Ashutosh Garg), Inventus Capital
Partners (John Dougery), TiE Angels
Selected Senior Management
Professional
Professional Title
Luedtke, Pehr
Chief Executive Officer
Mittal, Sanjay
Co-Founder and Chief Technology Officer
Jadhav, Bobby
Co-Founder and Chief Technology Officer
Schreitmueller, Jim
Vice President of Sales and Business Development
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Technorati
Company Overview
Technorati, Inc., an online media company, provides services to blogs and social media sites,
and connects them with advertisers. It operates a community blogging platform that collects,
highlights, and distributes online conversations globally. The company operates as a source
for the stories, opinions, photos, and videos emerging across news, entertainment,
technology, lifestyle, sports, politics, and business. Technorati, Inc. was founded in 2002 and
is based in San Francisco, California.
Address:

360 Post Street,
Suite 1100, San
Francisco,
California, 94108

Website:
Founded:

www.technorati.com
2002

Capital Raised: $32.1M
ATEL Ventures, Inc., Atomico Investment Holdings Limited, August Capital
Investors:
(David Hornik), DG Incubation, Inc., Draper Fisher Jurvetson (Andreas
Stavropoulos, Hope Chen), Mobius Venture Capital, Inc., Siemer Ventures
Selected Senior Management
Professional
Professional Title
Higgins, Shani
Chief Executive Officer
Sifrey, David
Founder and Chairman of the Board
Malo, Teresa
Chief Financial Officer
Çelik, Tantek
Chief Technologist
Winkenbach, John
Director of Finance and Administration
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The Trade Desk
Company Overview
The Trade Desk, Inc. operates a bidding platform and service for buying digital media and
data. The company offers various tools and options for media buyers and data owners. The
company was incorporated in 2009 and is based in Ventura, California with additional offices
in Hamburg, Germany; and London, United Kingdom.
Address:

505 Poli Street,
Suite 310, Ventura,
California, 93001

Website:
Founded:

www.thetradedesk.com
2009

Capital Raised: $22.5M
Investors:
Hermes Growth Partners, IA Ventures, Double M Partners, Kortschak
Investments, L.P., SV Angel, Double M Partners, Joshua Stylman. Neu
Venture Capital, Founder Collective, Wider Wake Networks
Selected Senior Management
Professional
Professional Title
Green, Jeff
Co-Founder and Chief Executive Officer
Perdue, Rob
Chief Operating Officer
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Turn
Company Overview
Turn Inc. provides data and media management platform technologies to Fortune 500 brands
and advertising agencies. It offers Turn Audience Suite, a data management platform to
centralize offline and online marketing data, discover the right audiences for their brands,
and plan intelligently across all media channels and devices; Turn Campaign Suite, a digital
media execution platform for video, mobile, social, and display advertising; and DataMine
Analytics, a data exploration, discovery, and warehousing solution for marketers. Turn was
founded in 2004 and is based in Redwood City, California. The company has 20 offices
worldwide, including those in Charlotte, Chicago, Los Angeles, London, New York, San
Francisco, Sao Paolo, Sydney and Tokyo.

Address:

835 Main Street,
Redwood City,
California, 94063

Website:
Founded:
Employees:

www.turn.com
2004
300

Capital Raised: $137.5M
Investors:
BlackRock, Inc. (NYSE:BLK), ClearBridge Investments, LLC, Firsthand
Capital Management, Inc., Focus Ventures (Steven Bird), Greenspring
Associates, Inc. (John Avirett), Northport Investments, Norwest Venture
Partners (James Barnett, Jeffrey Crowe)
Selected Senior Management
Professional
Professional Title
Demas, Bill
Chief Executive Officer, President and Director
Liao, Mark
Chief Financial Officer
Ochoa, Max
General Counsel and Chief Privacy Officer
Little, Maureen
Senior Vice President of Corporate Development and Business
Development
Koran, Joshua
Senior Vice President of Product Management
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Viralheat
Company Overview
Viralheat, Inc. provides solutions for monitoring and measuring social media campaigns. It
offers Viralheat, an integrated social media management, monitoring, engagement, analytics,
and intent platform; and Smart Stream, a Web-based social media account management,
monitoring, and analytics application for brands. The company’s platform scours the Web
and social platforms to monitor mentions of a brand and assess the success of social media
campaigns by measuring influence, sentiment, and virility. In addition, it offers a platform
that allows developers or companies to integrate social data and capabilities, including
management, engagement, sentiment analysis, publishing, and monitoring into their
applications; and a suite of APIs. Viralheat, Inc. was incorporated in 2006 and is based in San
Jose, California.
Address:

1705 Alder Creek
Court, San Jose,
California, 95148

Website:
Founded:

www.viralheat.com
2006

Capital Raised: $6.8M
Investors:
Mayfield Fund (Rajeev Batra)
Selected Senior Management
Professional
Professional Title
Chief Executive Officer
Revoy, Jeff
Kadam, Raj
Co-Founder
Co-founder and Chief Technology Officer
Sankhla, Vishal
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VisiStat
Company Overview

VisiStat, Inc. provides a cloud-based Web analytics/customer intelligence platform that
captures complex analytical data in real-time. It offers Pulse solution that monitors the
health of Website and online presence, and provides specific information for making
improvements; Web Analytics, which tracks popular pages, visitor behavior, return visitor
identification, geo mapping, and search engine and keyword optimization; AdCaM, a solution
to track and measure the effectiveness of various online marketing campaigns, such as payper-click, email, and banner ads in real-time; LeadCaster, a anonymous visitor identification
solution for B2B Websites turns visitors into sales leads in real-time and manages them in
Salesforce.com; and Social Media, a solution for small/medium businesses (SMB). The
company also provides Identities, a solution that identifies Website visitors by their e-mail
address and tracks their behavior throughout Website; TouchMapping, a solution that tracks
each click on the clients Website; PageAlarm, which monitors the clients Website; and
VisiStat for enterprise, a cloud-based analytics solution for microsites within the enterprise. It
sells its solutions to SME small/medium enterprises through direct sales channels, as well as
through a network of resellers and OEM partners. The company was founded in 2005 and is
based in Campbell, California.
Address:

1725 South Bascom
Avenue, Campbell,
California, 95008

Website:
Founded:

www.visistat.com
2005

Selected Senior Management
Professional Title
Professional
Bennette, Jim
Chief Executive Officer
Bean, Tina
Co-Founder and Vice President of Client Services
Oachs, Stephen
Co-Founder and Chief Technology Officer
Vice President of Marketing
Campbell, James
La France, Bob
Vice President of Sales and Business Development
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Webtrends
Company Overview
Webtrends Inc. develops a portfolio of digital solutions that help brands understand
consumer behaviors and enable them to act on those insights. It provides Webtrends
Streams, a digital marketing solution that engages customers across mobile, social, and
online channels. The company offers digital measurement solutions in the areas, such as
multi-channel, Website, collaboration, social, and mobile measurement; conversion
optimization solutions, including mobile and social optimizations, online testing, and
targeting and segmentation solutions, as well as retail, travel, and finance optimizations; and
campaign optimization solutions in the areas, such as Facebook campaigns, email
remarketing, Facebook advertising, and advertising spend optimizations. It also provides
collaboration optimization solutions, including SharePoint for Internet; and customer
relationship management exchange. In addition, the company offers implementation
services, data visualizations, retainer expertise, and training courses. It serves brands in the
areas of media, business-to-business, technology, financial services, automotive and
transportation, travel and hospitality, retail, telecommunication, government and public
sector, education, consumer packaged goods, entertainment, healthcare and
pharmaceuticals, and agencies worldwide. The company was founded in 1993 and is based in
Portland, Oregon with worldwide offices in London, United Kingdom; Seattle, Washington;
Uppsala, Sweden; and Melbourne, Australia. Webtrends Inc. is a former subsidiary of NetIQ
Corp.
Address:

851 SW 6th
Avenue, Suite 1600,
Portland, Oregon,
97204

Website:
Founded:
Employees:

www.webtrends.com
1993
400

Capital Raised: $61.3M
El Dorado Ventures, Francisco Partners Management LLC (Benjamin Ball,
Investors:
Neil Garfinkel, Petri Oksanen), Rembrandt Venture Partners (Michael
Irwin)
Selected Senior Management
Professional
Professional Title
Davis, Joe
Chief Executive Officer
Decozio, Kristen
Chief Financial Officer
Kim, Suk
Vice President and General Counsel
Farhan, Abed
Vice President of Business Development and Partnerships
Stromberg, Kathy
Vice President of Marketing
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Software and Internet Services Team
Kelly Porter
Managing Director / Co-Head
kelly.porter@woodsidecap.com
650-513-2756

Tricia Salinero
Managing Director / Co-Head
tricia.salinero@woodsidecap.com
650-513-2758

Ron Heller
Managing Director
ron.heller@woodsidecap.com
650-513-2762

Indu Navar
Managing Director
indu.navar@woodsidecap.com
650-513-2774

Per Selbekk
Managing Director
per.selbekk@woodsidecap.com
+44 778-232-5319
Hardware and Semiconductors Team
Rudy Burger
Managing Partner
rudy.burger@woodsidecap.com
650-513-2755

Greg Mischou
Senior Partner
greg.mischou@woodsidecap.com
650-513-2757

Mike Powell
Partner and Managing Director
mike.powell@woodsidecap.com
+44 207-488-2772

Shusaku Sumida
Managing Director
shusaku.sumida@woodsidecap.com
650-513-2760

Kirk Bloede
Director
kirk.bloede@woodsidecap.com
650-513-2761
Special Situations
Jon Thomas
Managing Director
jon.thomas@woodsidecap.com
650-513-2763
Research Team
Ed Bierdeman
Managing Director
Ed.bierdeman@woodsidecap.com
650-513-2780

Sam Skinner
Chief Operating Officer
sam.skinner@woodsidecap.com
650-513-2759

Marshall Senk
Managing Director
Marshall.senk@woodsidecap.com
650-513-2781

Ryan Koontz
Managing Director
ryan.koontz@woodsidecap.com
650-513-2778

Silicon Valley Offices

UK Offices

1530 Page Mill Road, Suite 200
Palo Alto, CA 94304

7 Floor, Riverbank House
2 Swan Lake
London, EC4R 3TT
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